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Release Notes for Patch Release#3238

1 Shipped Product and Version
Open-Xchange AppSuite backend 7.8.0-rev29
Open-Xchange AppSuite frontend 7.8.0-rev22
Find more information about product versions and releases at http://oxpedia.org/wiki/index.
php?title=AppSuite:Versioning_and_Numbering

2 Bugs fixed since previous Public Release
This section provides a summary of bugfixes and changes that have been applied subsequently toshipping Patch Release #3214.
45163 com.openexchange.oauth.xing = true enforced on upgradeAn old Softwarechange Request demanded re-enabling of com.openexchange.oauth.xing for 7.6.1but rpm packaging reenabled it for every upgrade.This has been solved by removing unconditional upgrade.
45081 Emoticons not displayed in portal mail widgetSubject was not processed by Appsuite emoji utility.Solution: Process subject with our emoji utility to display those also on the portal widget.
45210 Google drive available without open-xchange-file-storage-googledriveOnly checked the Oauth capabilities but not the available filestorage services.This has been fixed by also checking available Filestorage services to determine if a filestorage canbe added.
44888 Groups not shown in ”Find a free time period”Regression introduced by porting to new ”participants view” and group members not expandedcorrectly if added from appointment edit view.This has been fixed by correctly expanding groups in the two cases mentioned above.
45092 Missing translation in mailfilter moduleAdded translation for emailfilter.
45083 No configuration of guestmode after installation of 7.8.0 UCSThis was caused by a missing software change request.Now packaging adds new properties during package upgrade process.
44809 No-reply transport without authentication not possibleIt was not allowed to specify empty login/password for the no-reply transport configuration.This has been fixed by allowing empty login/password when configuring the no-reply transport.
45078 NPE at c.o.publish.CachingLoader$PublicationKeyNullPointerException if an user tried to download a publication from a link.This has been solved by adding a nullguard.
42752 Vacaction ”from” field uses unfiltered data from personal contact infoErroneous and not RFC822 compliant e-mail address was displayed in the from field.Enhanced the ’from’ field of the JSON payload to consider both strings and an array of strings. Thearray of strings should be a simple JSONArray with length 2, the first element should include thepersonal part of the e-mail address and the second element the actual e-mail address. If only thee-mail address is available, that should be the only element of the array.
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3 Tests
Not all defects that got resolved could be reproduced within the OX QA lab. Therefore, we adviseguided and close monitoring of the reported defect when deploying to a staging or productionenvironment. Defects which have not been fully verified, are marked as such.To avoid side effects, the shipped packages have gone through automated regression test onboth, a Continuous Integration System and a dedicated server setup for system and integrationtesting.All changes have been checked for potential side-effects and effect on behavior. Unless explicitlystated within this document, we do not expect any side-effects.

4 Fixed Bugs
45163, 45081, 45210, 44888, 45092, 45083, 44809, 45078, 42752,
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